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A B S T R A C T

This paper proposes a methodology for simulating engine/vehicle responses of a non-stationary test cycle by
means of few steady-state operating modes, which can greatly reduce testing costs and time. The novelty of the
proposed methodology is the application of a mapping from the engine working region to a square domain,
which allows testing any design of experiments (DoE) regardless of the testing cycle, vehicle or engine. In this
new working space (mapped region) it is easy to apply a DoE that satisfies optimality conditions. The validation
of the methodology is based on experimental data obtained from the New European Driving Cycle. Firstly, the
methodology consists in determining which representative responses can be instantaneously and/or cumula-
tively approximated via a low degree polynomial function (smooth surfaces) and, secondly, in performing a DoE
analysis in the mapped working region where the points defining each DoE are placed. An approach function for
each response is developed based on DoE tested points. Subsequently, this model allows simulating vehicle
responses during the transient test. For the studied validation case, results show that main engine performance
responses can be instantaneously and cumulatively predicted with high accuracy by means of a DoE with few
runs. On the other hand, this analysis reveals a cumulative predicted response of confidence for regulated ex-
haust emissions, but not for the instantaneous values. These findings support future studies to determine the
optimal DoE which minimizes testing time and costs with a satisfactory and accurate estimation of engine
responses.

1. Introduction

Increasingly restrictive regulations on pollution imposed by the
governments encourage researchers to optimize engine/vehicle per-
formance and emissions. Nowadays in order to reach this target, at-
tention is mainly focused on testing alternative fuels and decreasing
fuel consumption. This kind of studies are usually based on experi-
mental tests that follow a standardized procedure, such as the New
European Driving Cycle (NEDC), which measures pollutant emissions
against European Union regulations. For example, regarding alternative
fuels tested under the NEDC, it is worth mention the hydrogen due to its
combustion characteristics and to its no carbon-based emissions [1].
Moreover, alcohols such as ethanol and butanol lead to some environ-
mental gains [2]. In relation to decreasing fuel consumption, several
techniques are being studied such as the waste heat recovery during the
NEDC [3]. New strategies over NEDC are tested in order to comply with
more stringent emissions standards, such as homogenous charge

compression ignition, which shows remarkable reduction in fuel con-
sumption and nitrogen oxides (NOx) emissions [4]. Even more, re-
searches have demonstrated that smart cooling control systems reduce
most exhaust emissions although NOx emissions increase, as this tech-
nique allows a better regulation of the combustion process [5].

Note that the European Union will soon switch to the new world
light duty vehicle test procedure (WLTP), which is more similar to the
United States cycle (the Federal Test Procedure) [6]. This is the reason
why recent studies deal with the determination of the differences in
exhaust emissions between the NEDC and the WLTP [7,8]. The WLTP
exhibits higher pollutant emissions (NOx and soot) compared to those of
the NEDC, which is a consequence of the transient profile of the WLTP
that captures much wider real-world driving representativeness than
the NEDC [9–11].

In any case, emissions vary significantly in dependence on the em-
ployed engine, used fuel, and engine-operating regime, among others
[12]. For this reason, experimental tests are always necessary in order
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to optimize engine performance and emissions.
Since September 2014, Euro 6 [13] establishes the emissions limits

for Diesel and Gasoline engines in Europe. In case of Diesel engines,
Euro 6 limits the following emissions: carbon monoxide (CO), Hydro-
carbons (HC), NOx, particulate matter (PM), and particle number (PN).
The present paper is focused on regulated emissions, leaving non-
regulated emissions for a future study.

Engine performance and emissions experimental tests can be carried
out in three different ways: (a) testing the whole vehicle in a rolling test
bench working under the transient test, (b) testing the engine in a test
bench working under the transient operating conditions obtained from
the vehicle transient test via application of vehicle longitudinal dy-
namic equations [14,15] and (c) testing the engine in a test bench under
some steady-state operating conditions belonging to the engine working
region, which represent the analyzed transient test [16,17].

Normalized testing cycles are usually non-stationary tests.
Determining a set of steady-state operating conditions that reproduces a
non-stationary test with high accuracy has several advantages. For ex-
ample, a stationary test bench is easier to monitor than a complex
transient test bench. Moreover, testing few steady-state operating
conditions reduces testing costs and time compared to testing the whole
transient cycle. For the case of a gasoline car, previous authors have
already tested the idea of simulating engine emissions of a transient test
using stationary state operating conditions, with good results [18]. On
the other hand, Liu et al. [19] have revealed large differences in various
performance parameters of a turbocharged gasoline engine under the

NEDC in comparison with steady-state conditions. García et al. [20] and
Belgiorno et al. [21] have already tested the NEDC from some operating
conditions which are representative of this transient test.

Summarizing, experimental procedures, which are highly expensive
and time consuming, are usually necessary to improve engine perfor-
mance and emissions. These tests are usually based on the analysis of a
standardized testing cycle. In the present paper, a methodology is
proposed to determine if a design of experiments (DoE) with few runs
(steady-state operating modes) allows reproducing a whole transient
test cycle, which would allow reducing testing costs and time. These
runs are defined byM (effective torque) and n (engine speed) within the
engine working area derived from the standardized transient test. The
key idea of the proposed methodology is to be able to apply each DoE
regardless of the testing cycle, vehicle or engine. This target is reached
by means of a mapping of the actual engine working region into the
domain ∈ [−1,1]. Experimental results enable modelling engine re-
sponses such as emissions, fuel consumption, and exhaust gas thermo-
mechanical exergy rate. Once the model for each response is defined,
the standardized transient test can be simulated and the cumulative
responses values estimated.

In order to validate this methodology, experimental tests are carried
out according to NEDC specifications in a fully equipped test bench to
obtain engine performance and emissions of a common-rail diesel en-
gine running with conventional diesel fuel. Once the experimental data
are obtained, instantaneous and cumulative engine responses that can
be approximated by means of smooth surfaces (they fit to a low degree

Nomenclature

CO carbon monoxide (ppm)
CO2 carbon dioxide emissions (%)
D matrix design matrix
E known input variable but uncontrollable
EGR ratio instantaneous EGR valve position (%)
Eėg exhaust gas thermomechanical exergy rate (kW)
heg exhaust gas specific enthalpy (kJ/kg)
h0 exhaust gas specific enthalpy at T0 and P0 (kJ/kg)
k number of measured responses
l number of binomial coefficients in Eq. (3)
M effective torque (Nm)
Mj mapped effective torque
ṁa air mass flow rate (kg/s)
ṁc fuel mass flow rate (kg/s)
ṁeg exhaust gas mass flow rate (kg/s)
n engine speed (rpm)
ni mapped engine speed
NOx nitrogen oxides emissions (ppm)
OP instantaneous smoke opacity (%)
Pin intake manifold pressure (bar)
Pout exhaust manifold pressure (bar)
Prail fuel rail pressure (bar)
P0 ambient pressure (bar)
Qėg exhaust gas residual heat rate (kW)
r number of runs (number of points defining a DoE):

number experiments defined by a combination of M and n
R2-A R2 considering only the points from which the approach

function is generated (validation)
R2-B R2 considering the whole cycle (simulation)
R2 coefficient of determination
seg exhaust gas specific entropy (kJ/kg K)
s0 exhaust gas specific entropy at T0 and P0 (kJ/kg K)
Tc engine coolant temperature (°C)
Teg exhaust gas temperature (°C)
T0 ambient temperature (K)

V vehicle speed (m/s)
VFC volumetric fuel consumption (L/s)
THC total hydrocarbons (ppm)
xij a combination of the factors (n,M) in Eq. (3)
y response: output variable
ys’ measured engine response
ys approximated engine response
z factor: controllable input variable

Greek symbols

α accelerator position (%)
βj polynomial coefficients of Eq. (3)
Δτinj main injection pulse duration (μs)
Δτpre pre-injection pulse duration (μs)
γ noise: unknown and uncontrollable input variables
δ cumulative error (%)
ε approximation error
θmit main injection timing (degree)
τ test time (s)
τinj main injection pulse timing (μs)
τpre pre-injection pulse timing (μs)
ϕ fuel-air equivalence ratio (–)

Abbreviations

DoE design of experiments
ANN artificial neural network
ECU electronic control unit
EGR exhaust gas recirculation
HC hydrocarbon
NEDC new European driving cycle
PM particulate matter
PN particle number
RSM response surface methodology
TDC top dead center
WLTP world light duty vehicle test procedure
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polynomial function) are identified. For these responses, the second
part of this work presents a study of several DoEs with few runs.
Additionally, this study is also applied to evaluate those responses with
complex shapes fitted by a low degree polynomial function that pro-
vides a low cumulative error, as the cumulative response will be of
confidence. All algorithms developed in the present work have been
generated via Matlab® software.

The proposed methodology allows performing a “first” calibration
(engine tuning) without the need to test it under a normalized transient
cycle. After these results, manufacturer mounts the engine on the car,
test the vehicle under that normalized transient test, and refine the
engine calibration obtained from steady-state tests.

The results of this work can be taken into account as the reference
for future studies regarding the determination of the optimal DoE which
minimizes testing time and cost with a satisfactory accuracy.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Experimental set-up

Main specifications of the tested engine are given in Table 1. Fig. 1
shows a scheme of the experimental set-up for steady-state and tran-
sient measurements. This engine is conforming to the European stan-
dard Euro 3. The test bench consists on an asynchronous machine
model Schenck Dynas3 LI 250. The brake control system allows mea-
suring n, accelerator position (α) and M. A specific dyno Proportional-
Integral-Derivative controller setup (α/n, M/n and α/n) was adjusted in
order to adapt its performance to dynamic test. The test bench is fully
equipped in order to control the engine and determine most of engine
operating parameters. Table 2 gives main parameters obtained through
the data acquisition systems of the test bench.

Engine performance and regulated gaseous emissions derived from
diesel fuel of the engine under study during NEDC were presented and
analyzed in a previous work [14].

The NEDC test is a European driving cycle for assessing CO2 emis-
sions, pollutant emissions and fuel economy of light duty vehicles, ex-
cluding light trucks and commercial vehicles. The methodology to
translate NEDC vehicle speed (V)/engaged gear versus time profile into
engine speed/torque versus time profile, which was input to engine test
bench, is based on vehicle longitudinal dynamic equations [14,15]. In
the present work, instantaneous M and n tested in the engine are de-
rived from the application of vehicle longitudinal dynamic equations to
a Nissan Almera Tino, which is the vehicle in which the tested engine
was mounted.

Additionally, exhaust gas residual heat rate (Qėg) and its thermo-
mechanical exergy rate (Eėg) is calculated according to Eqs. (1) and (2)
respectively [22]:

= −Q m h ḣ ̇ ( ),eg eg eg 0 (1)

= − − −E m h h T s ṡ ̇ [ ( )],eg eg eg 0 0 eg 0 (2)

where ṁeg is the exhaust gas mass flow rate ( = +m m ṁ ̇ ̇eg a c, where ṁa
is the intake air mass flow rate and ṁc is the fuel mass flow rate), heg is
the exhaust gas specific enthalpy, h0 is the exhaust gas specific enthalpy
at ambient temperature, seg is the gas specific entropy, s0 is the exhaust
gas specific entropy at ambient conditions, and T0 is the ambient
temperature.

2.2. Tested fuel

In the present study, experimental engine characteristics obtained in
the test-bench described in Section 2.1 are analyzed for neat diesel fuel
without additives, which is conforming to the European standard EN
590. Fuel properties were tested at Repsol Technology Centre labora-
tories. Main fuel properties are summarized in Table 3.

2.3. Normalized testing cycles: Conventional and proposed testing/
modelling procedure

In the present section, the conventional testing and modelling pro-
cedures are briefly summarized showing the usual ways of testing,
which can be performed in a rolling test bench or in a stationary test
bench equipped with an asynchronous machine as a brake, and the
subsequent modelling process. Next, the proposed methodology is
presented to show an alternative way that allows reducing testing costs
and time by means of decreasing the number of tested operating con-
ditions.

2.3.1. Conventional procedure
Standardized tests specify vehicle speed versus time (Fig. 2: step 1.1.

Example of the conventional procedure applied to a particular stan-
dardized test cycle: the NEDC). In the first conventional testing proce-
dure (Fig. 2: procedure 1), which allows obtaining engine responses
(ys′) with s=1…k, where k indicates the number of measured re-
sponses (e.g.: y1′ = α, y2′ = VFC, y3′ = ṁa…, yk′) (Fig. 2: step 3), each
vehicle speed corresponds to a certain value of resistance on a roller test
bench (Fig. 2: step 1.2). In the second conventional procedure (Fig. 2:
procedure 2), instead of testing a complete vehicle in a roller test bench,
only the engine (Fig. 2: step 2.3) is tested under those operating con-
ditions derived from the application of longitudinal dynamic equations
[14,15] to the vehicle in which the engine was mounted (Fig. 2: step
2.1). This model establishes the input variables (torque and engine
speed) against time (Fig. 2: step 2.2).

Once the experiment is performed, the modelling procedure consist
of obtaining an approximation to engine responses via mathematical
functions (Fig. 2: M.3). These approximations model engine behavior in
its working area, so the modelling procedure starts with a 2D re-
presentation of torque versus engine speed by removing time from
engine speed/torque versus time profiles (Fig. 2: M.1). Torque and
engine speed are considered as “controllable input variables”, also
called factors, (see Section 2.6). Then, a parametric equation ys(M,n)
approximates each measured response y’s(M,n). The discrepancy be-
tween the exact value y’s and the approximation to it ys is called ap-
proximation error (ε) (Fig. 2: M2). From this equation, a graphic re-
presentation of each estimated response (as a function of M and n) can
be obtained (Fig. 2: M3).

Nowadays, that kind of approximations are used in the calibration
process of Electronic Control Units (ECU) of internal combustion en-
gines, with the target of minimizing exhaust gas emissions and max-
imizing performance parameters [17]. Nevertheless, this stage of the
calibration process is quite expensive and time-consuming as it needs a
large number of experimental tests if a high accuracy approximation
function to engine responses is required.

Table 1
Main specifications of the tested engine.

Engine manufacturer NISSAN

Fuel injection system Common-rail
Number of cylinders 4, in line
Air intake system Turbocharged – Intercooled
Cycle 4 stroke
Injection pressure 250 bar at idle (750 rpm)/1600 bar at max

rated power
Number and relative position of

injections
1 pre-injection before TDCa, 1 main
injection after TDC

EGR ratio High pressure, external, hot. Max EGR
ratio < 40%

Rated power condition 82 kW (at 4000 rpm)
Peak torque condition 248 Nm (at 2000 rpm)
Compression ratio 16.7:1

a Top dead centre.
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2.3.2. Alternative procedure (proposed methodology)
The present methodology tries to obtain the same results as the

conventional methodologies but decreasing time and testing costs, i.e. it
tries to estimate engine responses ys(M,n) by means of few steady-state
operating conditions. To reach this target, establishing a DoE within the
engine working area is essential. Each run of the DoE defines a steady-
state operating condition. Each response obtained, when testing these
operating conditions, provides a model, which, subsequently, allows
simulating the responses of the conventional transient test (see Fig. 3).

2.4. Validation of the methodology

The steps to validate the alternative procedure are as follows:

Step 1. Follow the conventional testing procedure 2 in order to
obtain the approach functions of each representative engine re-
sponse as a function of M and n factors (see Fig. 2: M3). In the
present study, responses from the engine under study (see Section
2.1) during NEDC are analyzed.

Fig. 1. Scheme of the experimental set-up.

Table 2
Parameters experimentally obtained.

Test bed type: asynchronous machine model Schenck Dynas3 LI 250

Measured parameter Symbol and unit Measured parameter Symbol and unit

Engine speed n (rpm) Engine coolant temperature Tc (°C)
Accelerator position α (%) Oil temperature Toil (°C)
Effective torque M (Nm) Intake manifold pressure Pin (bar)
Air mass flow rate ṁa (kg/s) Exhaust manifold pressure Pout (bar)
Instantaneous EGR valve position EGR ratio (%). Fuel rail pressure Prail (bar)
Volumetric fuel consumption VFC (L/s) Main injection timing θmit (degree)
Instantaneous smoke opacity OP (%) Fuel-air equivalence ratio ϕ (–)
Nitrogen Oxides emissions NOx (ppm) Pre-injection pulse timing τpre (μs)
Total hydrocarbons THC (ppm) Pre-injection pulse duration Δτpre (μs)
Carbon monoxide CO (ppm) Main injection pulse timing τ inj (μs)
Carbon dioxide emissions CO2 (%) Main injection pulse duration Δτinj (μs)
Exhaust gas temperature Teg (°C)

Table 3
Diesel fuel properties.

Property Unit EN 590 limits
min/Max

Tested fuel
D100

Density at 15 °C kg/m3 820/845 835
Cold filter plugging point °C climate-dependent

requirements
−18

Derived Cetane Number
(IQT)

– Cetane number min 51 54.88

Sulphur content mg/kg Max 10 4.96
Neat Calorific value MJ/kg – 42.5
Kinematic viscosity

(40 °C)
mm2/s 2/4.5 2.718

Water content mg/kg Max 200 57
Acid number mg KOH/

g
– 0.085
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Step 2. Determine which representative responses can be approxi-
mated via smooth-surfaces according to the procedure described in
Section 2.5. Additionally, engine responses approximated via a
smooth-surface which provides a low cumulative error are analyzed.
Step 3. Evaluate several DoE (see Section 2.6):

• Define a surrounding curve of the engine working area defined by M
and n (see Fig. 3).

• Perform a mapping of the engine working region into the domain ∈
[−1,1].

• Place the points of each DoE proposed in Section 2.6 on the mapped
working region.

• Test the operating conditions selected by the proposed DoE.

• Develop an approach function (model) of each selected response
based on the few runs given by the tried DoE.

• Finally, the previously obtained models are used to simulate ve-
hicle/engine responses during the transient test (in this case: the
NEDC), so that they can be compared to those obtained from the
conventional testing procedure. A comparison between experi-
mental and estimated responses can be evaluated by means of the
determination coefficient (R2) and the cumulative error (δ) (see
Section 3.2).

• DoEs with R2 close to 1 reveal a successful application of the pro-
posed methodology, as the instantaneous and cumulative responses
can be predicted with high accuracy. Moreover, even with a low R2,
if δ is very low, the methodology gives useful results, as the pre-
dicted cumulative response is reliable.

2.5. Approximation to responses

In order to obtain a simple numerical model, the resulting approx-
imations should be smooth surfaces; otherwise, more complex equa-
tions must be developed to try to reproduce the actual response surface.
In the present work, a linear regression is used to obtain an approach of
each response analyzed (ys= f(n,M)). The function represents a smooth
surface if it corresponds to a low-degree polynomial (see Eq. (3):

∑=
=

=

y β xs
j

j l

j ij
0 (3)

where βj are the polynomial coefficients and xij are combinations of the
selected two factors (M, n). Each couple of data (M, n) corresponds to an
operating mode i (a steady-state operating condition) from a total of r
runs (i=1…r). These combinations are selected following the Pascal’s
triangle [23], which defines a triangular array of the binomial coeffi-
cients of length l (j=1…l). For example, for l=9 the resulting com-
binations are as follows: = = =x x n x1, ,i i i0 1 2

= = = = = =

=

M x n x nM x M x n x n M x nM x

M

, , , , , , ,i i i i i i i3
2
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2
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7
2

8
2

9
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.

According to the Response Surface Methodology (RSM) [24], for
this type of surfaces, a DoE with few runs (number of testing operating
conditions or combination of the two factors) can be determined,
which, in short terms, is one of the keys of an optimal design [25]: in
order to approximate first-degree trend surfaces, at least 4 runs are
required; additionally, for second-degree trend surfaces, a minimum of
9 runs is required; finally, for third-degree trend surfaces, a minimum of
13 runs must be reached [26].

Note that the idea is to try to simulate a non-stationary test (in this

Fig. 2. Conventional testing and modelling procedures.
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Fig. 3. NEDC: Alternative testing and modelling procedures.

Process 
Factors (z) 

(controllable input variables: 
M, n, Tc, Toil…) 

Noise γ
(unknown and uncontrollable input variables)

Responses y
(output variables: VFC, Teg, 
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Input variables E
(known input variables but uncontrollable: T0, P0…) 

Fig. 4. DoE method: factors and responses.
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Fig. 5. (a) Torque-engine speed map from NEDC test, (b) Mapping of the torque-speed engine map in the [−1,1] domain.
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case: the NEDC) based on stationary operating conditions tests. If the
actual experimental data form a non-smooth surface, a nonlinear
function is needed, which requires increasing the number of runs,
therefore, those responses are not suitable for a DoE analysis. Complex
surfaces can be approximated, for example, via an artificial neural
network (ANN) [27].

Summarizing, the methodology to approximate the actual surfaces
built by means of experimental data obtained from a standardized

transient test is as follows:

• Select the most representative parameters of the standardized
transient test (see Section 2.1).

• From the non-stationary test, select those instantaneous data in
which the derivative of the accelerator position (dα/dττ) is very low,
so that those points could represent steady-state conditions.

• Try a second or third order polynomial to approach each

ORIGIN DOE 1 DOE 2 DOE 3 

DOE 4 DOE 5 DOE 6 DOE 7

Fig. 6. Evaluated designs.

Fig. 7. α response (polynomial approximation): (a) skew plot correlation data with a confidence interval of 95%, (b) contour plot of the approximated response
surface, (c) NEDC: comparison between measured and estimated response.

Fig. 8. VFC response (polynomial approximation): (a) skew plot correlation data with a confidence interval of 95%, (b) contour plot of the approximated response
surface, (c) NEDC: comparison between measured and estimated response.
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representative response and evaluate the goodness of fitting via the
coefficient of determination R2 and the cumulative error δ. The
determination coefficient for a linear regression is the quotient of
the variances of the fitted values and observed values of the de-
pendent variable, meanwhile the cumulative error over time in-
terval τ of the test is calculated as follows Eq. (4) [28]:

∫
∫

=
−

δ
y y dτ

y dτ
100·

( ' )

'
τ s s

τ s (4)

• Select those responses with a high R2 and a low δ.

Rest of parameters must be approximated in different ways, but they
would not be appropriate for a DoE analysis with few runs. For ex-
ample, in the present paper an ANN is used, in concordance with the
works of previous authors [29–32]. This study needs a deep analysis, so
we will try a basic, but effective, ANN model. This model corresponds to
a multilayer Backpropagation network with two internal layers, tangent
sigmoid activation function, using a Levenvberg-Marquardt training
algorithm [33] into a regularization method [34] in order to avoid
overfitting during training. This kind of network was previously used in
other fields with accurate results by the authors [35].

2.6. Proposed DoE

Design of Experiments is a method to determine the relationship
between input variables affecting a process (factors) and the output of
that process (responses) (see Fig. 4). Regarding input variables, E is the
vector containing those variables that are known but uncontrollable
(see Fig. 4), such as geometrical characteristics of the fuel injection
system or environmental conditions. Additionally, taking into con-
sideration that the noise (γ) leads to determine an external matrix,
which complicates the analysis without increasing significantly the
accuracy of the approximation, this influence will be neglected.
Nevertheless, in order to minimize some of these possible effects, ex-
perimental tests are carried out several times and not in the same order,
i.e. the planning of the testing sequence from one operating mode to the
next one is random.

In this case, the target is to select a DoE with few runs, where each
run fixes a steady-state operating condition defined by two factors (M,
n). A decrement in testing cost and time can be reached if DoE re-
sponses can provide a model which properly reproduces engine/vehicle
responses under the studied transient test cycle. Wu and Hamada [24]
describe the DoE methodology and provide a wide array of designs,
such as: full-factorial designs and fractional-factorial designs. The
modelling technique will be based on the response surface methodology
(RSM), which explains that, although in general such a relationship is
unknown, it can be approximated by a low-degree polynomial model
such as the Bayesian approach [25].

A specific DoE includes r points (runs), which means r experiments
defined by a combination of the two factors (M, n). The combinations xij
from Eq. (3) constitutes the so-called response surface design (or de-
sign), which can be represented by the following design matrix D:

=
⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢

⋯
⋯

⋯
⋯

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥

D
x x x
x x x

x x x

l
l

r r rl

11 12 1
21 22 2

1 2

In order to place each point of a DoE in the engine-working region it
is essential to perform a mapping, i.e., the workspace must be located
between values [−1,1] for the two control variables [24,25]. This is
important for two reasons: first, this mapping generalizes the working
region so that it is independent from the vehicle or engine tested, on the
other hand, in this mapped region, DoE optimality conditions are easier
to apply.

The test selected to apply the proposed methodology is the NEDC
test. The analysis of this transient test allows evaluating a torque-speed
map (Fig. 5a) and know where the engine operates during the test
(circle points in Fig. 5a).

In order to reach the target of mapping the actual engine working
region into a square domain, four polynomial curves (lines 1 to 4 in
Fig. 5a) are drawn to define the boundary of a planar patch, which
encloses the engine working region. These boundaries are mapped into
the edges of a square domain, whose vertices are the four endpoints a,
b, c and d in Fig. 5. For the interior of the region, a set of isoparametric
curves are constructed using the working region boundaries and the
square domain parameters: ∊ −n [ 1, 1]i for curves between lines 2 and
4, and ∊ −M [ 1, 1]j for curves between lines 1 and 3. Since the

Table 4
Quality of several approximations to responses. Determination coefficients R2-A
and R2-B and cumulative error δ .

Response Function type (polynomial or
ANN)

R2-A R2-B δ (%)

α (%) Second-order polynomial 0.9784 0.9676 –
α (%) Third-order polynomial 0.9795 0.9678 –
α (%) ANN (2 factors) 0.98645 0.97091 –
VFC (L/s) Second-order polynomial 0.987 0.9256 1.67
VFC (L/s) Third-order polynomial 0.9877 0.9175 2.2388
VFC (L/s) ANN (2 factors) 0.9882 0.9119 2.5
ṁa (kg/s) Second-order polynomial 0.9759 0.9754 4
ṁa (kg/s) Third-order polynomial 0.9773 0.9728 4.4
ṁa (kg/s) ANN (2 factors) 0.982 0.973 3.26
Prail (bar) Second-order polynomial 0.9904 0.9617 1.525
Prail (bar) Third-order polynomial 0.9916 0.9739 1.027
Prail (bar) ANN (2 factors) 0.997 0.98 0.31
Qėg (kW) Second-order polynomial 0.9872 0.9677 1.83

Qėg (kW) Third-order polynomial 0.9887 0.9694 1.95

Qėg (kW) ANN (2 factors) 0.995 0.9777 3.14

Eėg (kW) Second-order polynomial 0.9777 0.9487 0.44

Eėg (kW) Third-order polynomial 0.9803 0.9532 1.03

Eėg (kW) ANN (2 factors) 0.9935 0.9657 2.69

Teg (°C) Second-order polynomial 0.722 0.592 –
Teg (°C) Third-order polynomial 0.7294 0.6083 –
Teg (°C) ANN (2 factors) 0.8607 0.7314 –
Teg (°C) ANN (multiple factors) 0.9353 0.9353 –
EGR ratio Second-order polynomial 0.5233 0.5509 –
EGR ratio Third-order polynomial 0.5518 0.5217 –
EGR ratio ANN (2 factors) 0.7156 0.6325 –
EGR ratio ANN (multiple factors) 0.9117 0.9117 –
OP (%) Second-order polynomial 0.691 0.5404 −6.29
OP (%) Third-order polynomial 0.74537 0.58524 −2.6
OP (%) ANN (2 factors) 0.915 0.73011 3.2
OP (%) ANN (multiple factors) 0.893 0.893 0.947
THC (ppm) Second-order polynomial 0.7481 0.6603 19.6
THC (ppm) Third-order polynomial 0.8045 0.7198 16.955
THC (ppm) ANN (2 factors) 0.895 0.6655 20.3
THC (ppm) ANN (multiple factors) 0.949 0.949 0.271
NOx (ppm) Second-order polynomial 0.90405 0.78652 10.7809
NOx (ppm) Third-order polynomial 0.90997 0.7868 10.05
NOx (ppm) ANN (2 factors) 0.93992 0.86043 4.095
NOx (ppm) ANN (multiple factors) 0.939 0.939 3.89
CO2 (%) Second-order polynomial 0.9552 0.8581 −0.4932
CO2 (%) Third-order polynomial 0.9605 0.8208 0.4918
CO2 (%) ANN (2 factors) 0.9699 0.8734 0.225
CO2 (%) ANN (multiple factors) 0.9279 0.9279 0.8811
CO (ppm) Second-order polynomial 0.7470 0.5967 20.8730
CO (ppm) Third-order polynomial 0.8034 0.6553 15.81
CO (ppm) ANN (2 factors) 0.8682 0.6741 11.187
CO (ppm) ANN (multiple factors) 0.8826 0.8826 0.4008
Δτpre (μs) Second-order polynomial 0.95698 0.86025 –
Δτpre (μs) Third-order polynomial 0.9595 0.82131 –
Δτpre (μs) ANN (2 factors) 0.96148 0.85309 –
Δτpre (μs) ANN (multiple factors) 0.9568 0.9568 –
Δτiny (μs) Second-order polynomial 0.8019 0.62156 –
Δτiny (μs) Third-order polynomial 0.81529 0.50616 –
Δτiny (μs) ANN (2 factors) 0.86215 0.62958 –
Δτiny (μs) ANN (multiple factors) 0.9031 0.9031 –
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correspondence between isoparametric curves and square domain
parameter values is known, each measured point within the working
region is mapped into a point in the square domain by interpolating the
isoparametric curves that enclose this point, so that:

=n M f n M f n M{ , } { ( , ), ( , )}i j 1 2 .
DoEs tested in this study are shown in Fig. 6. Those designs were

selected for several reasons: some of them satisfy some optimality cri-
teria and the rest of designs were proposed by Cárdenas [16] as a set of
steady-state operating conditions that can represent the whole NEDC
test. Consequently, these DoE could be an adequate choice just in the
case that the transient test cycle under study corresponds to the NEDC.

In the new workspace, the test matrices showed in Fig. 6 are

defined:

(a) DOE 1. This design is a three levels full factorial design and can be
denoted as “32 design”, which means three levels for each of the
two factors. A second order adjustment is used in this design. This is
the simplest 3-level design with only 2 factors (a 3x3 factorial de-
sign, which means 9 runs).

(b) DOE 2. Central composite design (9 runs), with a second order
adjustment. Central composite designs are fractional factorial de-
signs composed of center points and a group of axial points (also
called star points) that allow estimating curvature.

(c) DOE 3. Fractional factorial design (5 levels, 13 runs). The higher
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Fig. 9. Opacity response, contour plot and measured/estimated response during NEDC test: (a) polynomial approximation with 2 factors (M and n), (b) ANN
approximation with two factors (M and n), (c) ANN approximation with multiple factors.
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Fig. 10. THC response: contour plot and measured/estimated response during NEDC test: (a) polynomial approximation with 2 factors (M and n), (b) ANN ap-
proximation with two factors (M and n), (c) ANN approximation with multiple factors.
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number of runs allows a third order adjustment.
(d) DOE 4. Full factorial design with 3 levels for the factor in X-axis and

5 levels for the factor in Y-axis. This is an orthogonal design of 15
runs, which allows a third order adjustment.

(e) DOE 5: This design consists of 18 runs. This number of runs allows a
third order adjustment. Design 5 is the reference for designs 6 and
7. These operating modes were identified in a previous study as the
equivalent steady-state modes that represent each sequence of the
NEDC test [16]. Taking into account characteristics of each se-
quence (initial and final vehicle speed, engaged gear and time) the
corresponding equivalent steady-state mode can be determined
according to [15]. Applying this procedure to each identified cycle
sequence, Cárdenas [16] determined 18 steady-states modes which
represent the NEDC.

(f) DOE 6: This design is composed of 13 runs selected from DOE 5.
Thirteen runs correspond to the minimum number of runs required
to perform a third order adjustment.

(g) DOE 7: This design is composed of 9 runs selected from design 5.
Nine runs correspond to the minimum number of runs required to
perform a second order adjustment.

Designs from 1 to 4 satisfy some optimality conditions (orthogonal,
rotatable, of uniform precision, and have a high D-optimal value and
low space filling) [25]. Designs 6 and 7 are based on design 5. The
adjustment provided by DOE 5 (18 runs) is of high accuracy, as it was
designed specifically to reproduce the NEDC test. DOE 6 (13 runs) and
DOE 7 (9 runs) show just some runs of DOE 5 with the target of testing
the suitability of decreasing, even more, the number of runs. Although
designs 5, 6 and 7 could establish good approximations, they cannot be
generalized to other test cycles.

In summary, different DoE designs are presented, and they will be
evaluated based on the number of runs needed and the fitting agree-
ment. Subsequently, the response surface resulting from the transient
test is evaluated and compared to that obtained if only the design points
are taken. This procedure will be evaluated for several responses. The
results will be analyzed and, finally, some DoE with few runs will be
proposed for the determination of engine responses.

3. Results and discussion

In this work, the analyzed responses ys′(M,n) are the most

b)a)

c) 
Fig. 11. Contour plots of the accelerator position response: (a) original surface in the domain n M, (actual engine working space), (b) mapping surface in the domain

∈ −n M, [ 1, 1]i j , (c) DoE data including the determination coefficient for each of the seven designs proposed.
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representative parameters of NEDC test (see Table 2). These responses
are as follows: α, VFC, ṁa, Prail, Qėg, Eėg, Teg, EGR ratio, OP, THC, NOx

emissions, CO, CO2, Δτpre and Δτinj.

3.1. Approximation surfaces to responses

Because approximations are built only with data which derivative of
accelerator position is very low, a first determination coefficient is
calculated from them (R2-A) for validating the function. Additionally,
R2-B is the determination coefficient obtained by comparing all the
instantaneous data of the test cycle with those simulated from the ap-
proached function.

Figs. 7 and 8 show an example of smooth approximation surfaces
built by means of polynomial functions (quadratic or cubic) for the
following responses: accelerator position and volumetric fuel con-
sumption, both in dependence of n-M.

Table 4 summarizes the determination coefficients (R2-A and R2-B)
values obtained for each response analyzed, together with the function
type applied and the cumulative error δ. In case of ANN approximation
for EGR ratio and Teg responses with multiple factors, all testing points

of NEDC test are taking into account, for this reason R2-A=R2-B, and
those factors are: M, n, Tc, Toil and accelerator position derivative. Note
that, for some responses (α, Teg, EGR ratio, Δτpre, Δτiny) it doesn’t make
any sense to calculate the cumulative error, since cumulative responses
are representative just in some cases, such as for the case of emissions
responses.

According to Table 4, responses approximated via smooth surfaces
(second or third order polynomial) with enough accuracy (R2 > 0.9
and δ ≤ 5%) and based just on stationary data are: accelerator position,
volumetric fuel consumption, air mass flow rate, rail pressure, exhaust
gas residual heat rate, and exhaust gas thermomechanical exergy rate.
These responses are initially selected for the DoE analysis (see Section
3.2). Additionally, none of the functions analyzed can instantaneously
approximates with sufficient accuracy (not high enough R2) all emis-
sions responses. This is in concordance with the results obtained by
previous authors, such as [36] which cannot provide a R2 > 0.75 for
CO and HC emissions, as well as with other works [14,37–40] where
remarkable dispersion values between experimental and simulated re-
sults were obtained. Nevertheless, according to Table 4, the greater δ
for a third order adjustment is 17%, which can be considered

)b)a

c) 

Fig. 12. Contour plots of the volumetric fuel consumption response: (a) original surface in the domain n M, (actual engine working space), (b) mapping surface in the
domain ∈ −n M, [ 1, 1]i j , (c) DoE data including the determination coefficient for each of the seven designs proposed.
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satisfactory enough to provide a prediction with sufficient accuracy of
cumulative responses. For this reason, and due to the importance of
exhaust emissions, a DoE analysis for these responses will be included
in the present paper as well.

Although smooth surfaces cannot provide a good approximation for
emissions and the rest of responses with low R2, more complex func-
tions, such as ANN, can do it. An ANN with only 2 input factors (M, n)
and based just on stationary data does not lead to approximations with
enough accuracy. Nevertheless, the following responses can be ap-
proximated by increasing the number of factors and taking into account
all testing points of NEDC test, i.e. including transient conditions (for
this reason R2-A=R2-B): Teg, EGR ratio, OP, THC, NOx, CO2, CO, Δτpre
and Δτinj. The exhaust gas temperature cannot be predicted with en-
ough accuracy but, the exhaust gas residual heat rate polynomial gives
a very good approximation, which in our opinion, is more important
because it allows studying the potential of engine energy recovery. EGR
ratio as well as the rest of injection parameters, with the exception of
Prail, cannot be approximated by means of smooth surfaces, so they are
not appropriate for the DoE analysis. This is not a significant drawback

since these parameters could be obtained from the engine maps avail-
able in the ECU (Electronic Control Unit). For this reason, none of them
will be taken into consideration in Section 3.2 and, henceforth, these
parameters will be considered as “input variables” (see Fig. 4). Finally,
although all responses can be approximated via an ANN, in order to
obtain enough accuracy, too many factors are needed and the resulting
surface has a high non-linearity, so they are not appropriate for a DoE
analysis with few runs, except in the case of harmful emissions for the
reasons previously mentioned.

Next, some examples of high non-linear approximation surfaces are
shown. Figs. 9 and 10 portray the contour plot and the comparison
between measured and estimated OP and THC emissions responses
values during NEDC test. These approximations are performed through:
(a) polynomial with 2 factors (M and n), (b) ANN with two factors (M
and n), and (c) ANN with multiple factors (M, n, Tc, Toil, α, EGR and
Teg). These figures show how the estimation improves by means of in-
creasing the complexity of the approximation. Their coefficients of
determination (R2-A, R2-B and R2) are shown in Table 4.

)b)a

c)

Fig. 13. Contour plots of the air mass flow rate response: (a) original surface in the domain n M, (actual engine working space), (b) mapping surface in the domain
∈ −n M, [ 1, 1]i j , (c) DoE data including the determination coefficient for each of the seven designs proposed.
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3.2. DoE analysis for the responses approximated via a low-degree
polynomial

In the present section, the DoE designs proposed in Section 2.6 are
applied to those responses selected in Section 3.1. The previously ob-
tained approaches (Section 3.1) are used to generate the synthetic re-
sponses for the different points of each DoE. Later, the points of each
DoE allow building a new model for each response. Figs. 11–15a and b
show the contour plots of these responses in the actual and mapping
domains. The new models are used to simulate the NEDC. A comparison
between experimental and new estimated instantaneous responses is
evaluated through R2 (see Figs. 11c–15c).

In general, according to the determination coefficients showed in
Figs. 11c–15c, all designs give goods instantaneous results. Designs 1, 2
and 7 correctly adjust the responses to a second-order polynomial with
a minimum of runs, while design 3 and 6 do the same with third-order
adjustments. Designs 1 (second order) and 3 (third order) can be ap-
plied even by changing the conditions of the test, which means that
those designs can be applied to other tests different from NEDC test.
However, designs 5, 6 and 7 cannot be generalized, as they characterize

only the current NEDC test. In general, for a specific response, second
order designs (DOEs 1, 2 and 7) have less accuracy than third order
designs (DOEs 3, 4, 5 and 6).

Next, a DoE analysis for exhaust emissions is included. In order to
try to improve exhaust emissions prediction, this DoE study will be
based on obtaining, for each analyzed response, a response surface by
means of a sum of local models. The flexibility of theses local models
allows reproducing the high non-linearly of the actual responses sur-
faces and offers the possibility to improve δ.

According to the determination coefficient, none of the proposed
DoE gives enough reliability for instantaneous data (see example in
Fig. 16). However, these models provide accurate enough cumulative
results for the harmful emissions DoE approaches (see Table 5). For
example, DOE 1 and DOE 3 provide a cumulative error lower than 12%
and 16% respectively for all exhaust emission responses and satisfy
some optimality conditions.

Summarizing, the results show that several DoE with few runs are
able to reproduce the following responses: α, VFC, ṁa, Qėg and Eėg, as
well as cumulative harmful emissions. Although the aim of the present
study does not include a comparison among the proposed DOEs, basing

b)a)

c)
Fig. 14. Contour plots of the exhaust gas residual heat rate response: (a) original surface in the domain n M, (actual engine working space), b) mapping surface in the
domain ∈ −n M, [ 1, 1]i j , (c) DoE data including the determination coefficient for each of the seven designs proposed.
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on the resulting R2 and δ, an appropriate design could be the DOE 3,
which is an orthogonal array with 13 runs (see Fig. 17) that allows to
obtain a third order adjustment. The operating modes showed in
Fig. 17a. are obtained by the inverse mapping of the orthogonal array of
DOE 3 into the actual engine-working region (see Fig. 17b). For each
selected run, the values of n and M factors, which define an operating
condition, can be obtained from Fig. 17b.

4. Conclusions

The presented paper studies a methodology to simulate normalized
testing cycles for engines and vehicles through design of experiments
with low number of runs. The methodology is tested in two stages. The
following conclusions can be made from the obtained results:

Regarding the first stage of the methodology (responses fitting):

(a) The following responses can be adjusted, with high accuracy, via
smooth surfaces defined by a low-degree polynomial mathematical
function: α, VFC, ṁa, Prail, Qėg and Eėg. The last response is of par-
ticular importance because it allows studying the potential of

engine energy recovery.
(b) Harmful emissions cannot be instantaneously approximated with

high accuracy. Nevertheless, the cumulative approximations give
satisfactory enough results (low δ) for the following exhaust emis-
sion responses: OP, THC, NOx, CO and CO2.

(c) Rest of responses analyzed can be approximated with enough ac-
curacy by means of more complex functions, such as ANN with
multiple factors, but this dependence on multiple factors makes
them not appropriate for DoE study with few runs. This is the case
of EGR ratio or injection pulse parameters, with the exception of
Prail. In any case, the ECU could provide these parameters. For this
reason, they are not selected for a DoE analysis.

(d) Responses that need to be approximated by means of non-smooth
surfaces and with a high cumulative error are not suitable for a DoE
with few runs.

Regarding the second stage of the methodology (DoE evaluation):

(a) In order to apply each proposed design, a mapping of the actual
engine working region is proposed. This mapping allows testing

b)a)

c)
Fig. 15. Contour plots of the exhaust gas thermomechanical exergy rate response: (a) original surface in the domain n M, (actual engine working space), (b) mapping
surface in the domain ∈ −n M, [ 1, 1]i j , (c) DoE data including the determination coefficient for each of the seven designs proposed.
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each design regardless of the testing cycle, vehicle or engine, be-
cause it changes the actual working region into a square domain. In
this new working space (mapped region) is easy to apply a DoE that
satisfies optimality conditions.

(b) For those parameters that can be approximated via smooth surfaces,
it is demonstrated that all designs give good instantaneous results.
Some suitable designs are: DOE 1, which is a full factorial design (9
runs) with a second order adjustment, and DOE 3, which is a
fractional factorial design (13 runs) that allows a third order

adjustment.
(c) Exhaust emissions responses of a test cycle have complex shapes.

However, this kind of DoE provides satisfactory cumulative results
since the cumulative error is low.

Summarizing, the results show that the proposed methodology de-
monstrates that it is feasible to replace a whole transient cycle by means
of few steady-state operating modes. Several proposed DoEs with few
runs allow predicting instantaneous and cumulative engine perfor-
mance responses via smooth surfaces, as well as cumulative emissions
with high accuracy. These findings support the idea of studying the
determination of the optimal DoE which minimizes testing time and
costs with satisfactory accuracy of engine responses prediction. These
future studies will include an improved mapping method, the evalua-
tion of different number of runs (associated to the polynomial approach
terms), and the quantification of optimality conditions, as well as the
prediction accuracy.

b)a)

c)
Fig. 16. Contour plots of the opacity response: (a) original surface in the domain n M, (actual engine working space), (b) mapping surface in the domain

∈ −n M, [ 1, 1]i j , (c) DoE data including the determination coefficient for each of the seven designs proposed.

Table 5
Quality of DoE approximations to exhaust emissions responses: cumulative
error δ (%).

DOE 1 DOE 2 DOE 3 DOE 4 DOE 5 DOE 6 DOE 7

OP 9.63 8.10 15.42 5.17 2.99 3.99 14.7
THC 4.54 68.4 11.82 5.16 14.23 24.13 35.1
NOx 3.11 1.90 0.68 2.11 4.75 5.38 0.58
CO2 7.67 7.23 4.06 4.96 3.02 3.12 1.96
CO 11.14 56.22 1.58 18.64 16.56 23.15 36.57
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